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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Complications in páncreas transplantation I would like to congratulate the author as the 

study field is important, worthwhile and justifiable. The aim of the study is built on and 

address donor risk factors in pancreas transplantation complications in páncreas 

transplantationmental.There are rooms for further improvement. Line 49 whereby 

keywords were repeated twice, is it a typo? Line 69 -suggest to add reference at the end 

of sentence. “The postoperative complications inherent to pancreatic surgery (e.g. 

pancreatitis, fistulas, necrosis, etc.) appear similarly in pancreas transplantation. In 

addition, ischemia-reperfusion injury, immunological factors and immunosuppressive 

therapy increase the risk of their appearance.” Line 87, reference is needed at the end of 

sentence “The largest published series of pancreas donors with ages ranging from 3 to 17 

years was from the Wisconsin group.” Line 122, reference is needed at the end of 

sentence. The proportion of donors over 50 years was less than 1% of total pancreas 

donors Line 131, suggest change to cause of death for the donor Line 254, Fulfillment the 

kidney transplantation criteria. ( or Fulfillment the kidney and pancrease transplantation 

criteria)  -Need to spell in full what is SPK for simultaneous pancrease kidney 

transplant at the beginning before started to use SPK -Line 247, need to add 

transplantation at the end of Patient selection for SPK[37,45] -Line 139 , the SPK should 

be placed at the back of  simultaneous pancrease kidney(SPK) transplant. -Line 269, 

suggest to add “Before SPK transplantation, dialysis can be performed by hemodialysis 

(HD) or ….” Line 317 Radiological exams (need to spell in full) 

 


